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a b s t r a c t 

Multiple human tracking plays a key role in video surveillance and human activity detection. Compared 

to fixed cameras, wearable cameras, such as GoPro and Google Glass, can follow and capture the targets 

(people of interest) in larger areas and from better view angles, following the motion of camera wearers. 

However, wearable camera videos suffer from sudden view changes, resulting in informationless (tempo- 

ral) intervals of target loss, which make multiple human tracking a much more challenging problem. In 

particular, given large and unknown camera-pose change, it is difficult to associate the multiple targets 

over such an interval based on the spatial proximity or appearance matching. In this paper, we propose a 

new approach, where spatial pattern of the multiple targets are extracted, predicted and then leveraged 

to help associate the targets over an informationless interval. We also propose a classification based algo- 

rithm to identify the informationless intervals from wearable camera videos. Experiments are conducted 

on a new dataset containing 30 wearable-camera videos and the performance is compared to several 

other multi-target tracking algorithms. 

© 2018 Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 

Video-based human tracking, especially multiple human track-

ing, has wide applications in video surveillance, human activity de-

tection, and human-computer interaction. Traditionally, fixed cam-

eras are used for video data collection and they can only cover

limited areas from pre-specified view angles. Worn by and moved

with wearers, wearable cameras , such as Google Glass and GoPro,

can substantially expand the covered areas and view angles to bet-

ter capture the targets, i.e., people of interest [1–3] . In this pa-

per, we investigate the problem of multiple human tracking in

wearable camera videos. Specifically, this paper is mainly for video

surveillance when the camera is worn by some policemen or secu-

rity officers from an elevated point. For example, policemen and

security officers in an airport can wear a camera to record the

passengers and their activities to detect abnormal events from

an elevated view. There are three main motivations for the pro-

posed work in this paper. First, in some locations like airports and

squares, it is hard to monitor a large range of places when the
∗ Corresponding author. 
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ameras are on the ground, so the video surveillance from an el-

vated point is required. Second, standard/fixed surveillance cam-

ras might have blind spots for video surveillance and sometimes

earable cameras could better view the targets by changing view

ngles and locations. Third, wearable-camera videos taken by po-

icemen and security officers might contain large head/body mo-

ions and view changes. 

Most existing human tracking algorithms, especially the optical-

ow or trajectory based tracking algorithms, are built upon two as-

umptions: the inter-frame continuity and the appearance consis-

ency [4–7] . Both of them, however, may not be held when track-

ng multiple people in wearable camera videos. The main reason is

hat wearable camera sometimes suffers from sudden and dramatic

otion. For example, wearer may move his eyesight, and therefore

he camera he wears, toward other places such as sky, building,

r another group of people for a while before re-targeting at the

riginal people of interest. This will lead to temporal intervals with

arget loss in the collected videos. Because frames in such intervals

o not provide useful information for tracking the targets of inter-

st, we call them informationless intervals , or abbreviated info-less

ntervals and the frames within the info-less intervals as info-less

rames . A sample wearable-camera video is shown in Fig. 1 with

n info-less interval indicated in Fig. 1 (b). By removing the info-

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.patrec.2018.06.003
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/patrec
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Fig. 1. A sample wearable-camera video (a) with an info-less interval indicated in (b), resulting from suddenly change of the view toward sky/building/walking-path. Tracking 

result is shown by colored boxes in (a) – the boxes with the same color indicate a tracked person and there is no tracking within the info-less interval. This video is divided 

into two video segments by the info-less interval. 
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ess frames, the video is divided into disjoint video segments , as

hown in Fig. 1 (b). While the frames in each video segment show

igh inter-frame continuity, the continuity from the frame before

he info-less interval, i.e., frame a in Fig. 1 (b), and the frame af-

er the info-less interval, i.e., frame b in Fig. 1 (b), can be very poor.

ver an info-less interval, the appearance of a target may also vary

ubstantially, due to different view angles and lighting. Along with

ossible confusing appearance among people of interest, it is dif-

cult to use existing algorithms to track multiple people over an

nfo-less interval. 

To enable multiple human tracking over an info-less interval,

e propose to use the tracking result before the interval to predict

he target locations on the first frame after the interval, e.g., frame

 in Fig. 1 (b). However, the camera poses are uncorrelated and can

e very different before and after the interval, e.g., between frames

 and b in Fig. 1 (b). As a result, the predicted locations of targets

nd their actual locations in frame b may be far from each other

nd the spatial proximity cannot be used to associate the predic-

ions and observations (person detections) in frame b . In this paper

e propose to explore the spatial pattern of the predicted target

ocations and use it to help the target association and tracking in

rame b after the interval. 

Certainly, before using the proposed method, we need to iden-

ify info-less intervals, i.e., their starting and ending frames, in

earable camera videos. In this paper, we developed a classifica-

ion approach which extracts various motion features from each

rame and then trains a binary classifier to decide whether a frame

s in the info-less interval or not. To justify the effectiveness of the

roposed methods, we collect a new dataset of 30 GoPro videos

ith various kinds of info-less intervals. We manually annotate the

round-truth tracking results on the collected videos for evaluating

he proposed method. 

. Related work 

Many methods have been developed for multiple target track-

ng [8,9] . Recursive methods, such as Kalman filters [10] , Parti-

le filters [11] , non-parametric mixture Particle filters [12] and dy-

amic evolution [13] have been used for online tracking of multi-

argets. Non-recursive methods [7,8] were also used for multi-

arget tracking, where candidates of multiple targets are first de-

ected on each frame and then linked across all the frames to form

he tracking by optimizing certain cost functions, such as max-

mum a posteriori (MAP) [14] . However, almost all these multi-

arget tracking algorithms are developed for fixed camera videos.

hey usually require high inter-frame continuity and/or the appear-

nce consistency of each target along the video and have difficulty

n handling the tracking over the info-less intervals described in

ection 1 . 
Tracking in wearable or moving camera videos has also at-

racted much attention recently [15,16] . For example, in [15,17] ,

oherent frameworks are developed to estimate the camera pa-

ameters/motion and the human motion simultaneously. In [18] ,

he accuracy of visual odometry, person detection, depth estima-

ion, and tracking are improved by integrating them in a feedback

ay. In [19] , the single human/object tracking algorithm of Contin-

ously Adaptive Mean Shift, including background learning, is ex-

ended from fixed-camera videos to moving-camera videos. In [16] ,

onocular 3D scene and part detections are combined to infer the

artial occlusions when tracking multiple people. In [20] , multi-

le skin-appearance regions of a person are tracked by combin-

ng non-parametric skin-color detection and non-Bayesian track-

ng. However, most of these methods still require good inter-frame

ontinuity and/or appearance consistency of each target through

he video. For example, some of them [15,16] take trajectory- or

racklet-style features for building the tracking and the extraction

f these features relies on the inter-frame continuity and therefore,

hese methods usually have difficulty to handle videos with info-

ess intervals. 

Another related research direction is the First-person view

FPV) video processing. The existing researches on FPV videos

2,21] are mainly to process, understand, re-identify a small num-

er of detected objects/humans in the FPV videos taken in a close

istance on ground, which are not for tracking a group of people of

nterest in surveillance videos taken from a far distance, i.e., the el-

vated view. Therefore, they are different with the proposed work

n this paper. 

. Proposed method 

In this section, we first introduce the classification-based

ethod for identifying the info-less intervals and then elaborate

n the proposed method of multiple human tracking, which is de-

eloped as an online tracking algorithm that runs recursively frame

y frame. 

.1. Human detection 

In the proposed method, we detect people on each frame with

wo objectives. First, the number and locations of detected persons

n each frame can help determine whether this frame is in a video

egment or in an info-less interval. Second, if it is in a video seg-

ent, detected persons will be taken as the observations for multi-

arget association and tracking, as in many previous works [4,5,22] .

n this paper, we use EdgeBox [23] to generate a set of object pro-

osals and feed each proposal to a state-of-the-art deep Convolu-

ional Neural Networks based human head detector [24] to get a

etection score. Using a naive thresholding, we can obtain the can-

idate human detections in the form of bounding boxes. We then
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Fig. 2. Person detection by detecting heads. (a) Object proposals with high score 

(in green) and (b) final detections after merging (in red). (For interpretation of the 

references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version 

of this article.) 
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Fig. 3. An illustration of AR predictions. (a) and (b) are the frames before and after 

an info-less interval, respectively. Red circles are the people of interest. Blue circles 

are the AR predictions after the info-less interval. Dashed lines indicate possible 

large gaps between the AR predicted and the actual locations of targets after the 

info-less interval. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, 

the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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merge the overlapped bounding boxes by non-maximum suppres-

sion. Finally, we take the centers of the resulting bounding boxes

as the location of person detections, as shown by the red dots in

Fig. 2 . 

3.2. Info-less interval identification 

To enable the online tracking, info-less intervals also need to

be identified in a recursive way – when tracking moves to a new

video frame, we recognize whether this frame is an info-less frame

or not, we call this step frame-based info-less recognition . Several

clues can help info-less recognition. First, an info-less interval usu-

ally starts and ends with sudden and dramatic camera motion and

therefore, a frame with very large optical flow is more likely to be

an info-less frame. Second, in many info-less intervals, the cam-

era wearer changes his view toward sky, building or ground, which

does not contain many people. Therefore, the number of detected

persons (see Section 3.1 ) can be used for info-less recognition. Fi-

nally, info-less intervals may be caused by a sudden view change

from the people of interest to another group of people. In this case,

the spatial-structure change of the detected persons may indicate

an info-less frame. 

When online tracking moves to frame t , we extract three fea-

tures to reflect these three clues, respectively. First, we compute

the optical flow between frame t − 1 and t and take its mean mag-

nitude M t . Second, we count N t , the number of person detections

on frame t (see Section 3.1 ). Third, on frame t , we compute the

detection center by averaging the locations of all the person detec-

tions, and then compute a spatial-structure index S t to be the aver-

age Euclidean distance between the person-detection locations and

the detection center. Similarly, we compute the spatial-structure

index S a on frame a, a < t , the nearest previous frame that is not

in the info-less interval. 1 We then compute the spatial-structure

change as 

 t = 

| S t − S a | 
S a 

. (1)

For each frame t , we construct a 11-dimensional feature vector

[ M t−4 , · · · , M t , N t−4 , · · · , N t , C t ] and train a binary SVM (Support

Vector Machine) classifier with an RBF kernel for info-less recogni-

tion. Detailed settings, including the selection of positive/negative

training samples, will be discussed further in Section 4 . 

3.3. Tracking within a video segment 

Within a video segment with high inter-frame continuity,

we use Kalman filters for multiple human tracking, by recur-

sively performing prediction, association and correction. In using

Kalman filter for tracking each person, we define a 4D tracking
1 In online tracking, the info-less recognition of previous frames are available be- 

fore processing frame t . 

h  

i  

u  

c

tate ( x, y, ˙ x , ˙ y ) 
T 
, where u = ( x, y ) T is the person location (e.g.,

ead center) and ( ̇ x , ˙ y ) is the velocity (e.g., inter-frame location

hange). On each frame, we take the detected location of each

racked person as its observation. We set the state transition ma-

rix to be 

⎡ 

⎢ ⎣ 

1 0 1 0 

0 1 0 1 

0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 1 

⎤ 

⎥ ⎦ 

and the observation matrix to be

1 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 

]
. This way, we can follow the prediction and cor-

ection steps of Kalman filter to update the state [10,25,26] recur-

ively frame by frame. Given the high inter-frame continuity within

 video segment, we use Hungarian algorithm [27] based on the

patial proximity to associate the predictions and observations. 

.4. Tracking over an info-less interval 

In online tracking, we bypass all the info-less frames until the

nfo-less interval ends and a new frame is recognized to start a

ew video segment. As illustrated Fig. 1 (b), we develop an algo-

ithm to track people of interest directly from frame a to frame b ,

ver the info-less interval in between. Our basic idea is to use the

racking result before the interval, i.e., at frame a , to predict the

patial pattern of the people of interest after the interval, i.e., at

rame b , and then use this spatial pattern to help identify the as-

ociated observations on frame b . This new tracking problem and

he proposed algorithm for tracking over an info-less interval are

he core novelties/contributions of this paper. 

.4.1. Autoregressive prediction 

Based on the history trajectories before the interval, we apply

utoregressive (AR) model [28] for each of the people of interest

o predict their locations on frame b , i.e., the first frame after the

nterval. For convenience, we denote the AR predicted locations on

rame b as U = { u p } | U| 
p=1 

, where | U | is the number of people of in-

erest. Note that the AR predictions on frame b assume that the

amera pose is consistent in the info-less interval as in the previ-

us video segment. Clearly this is not true – the sudden and dra-

atic motion of camera in the info-less interval could not be mod-

led by the learned AR and the camera poses in frame a and frame

 may be quite different and uncorrelated. As a result, on frame b ,

he AR predicted location of a person may be far from its actual

ocation, as shown in Fig. 3 (b). In the following, we use the spatial

attern of the targets, instead of their actual locations, for associ-

tion and tracking on frame b . Several other alternative prediction

ethod, such as in [29] , used target motion (angle and speed) in

istory trajectories to predict the short tracklets in the future. This

s actually very similar as the AR model used in our method which

tilizes the target location in history trajectories to predict the lo-

ation after the info-less interval. 
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Fig. 4. An illustration of the proposed window-based association. (a) Constructing 

a window from four points (in blue), and (b) identifying the window (in red) with 

the minimum cost of Eq. (3) . (For interpretation of the references to color in this 

figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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.4.2. Association by robust point matching 

On the first frame after the info-less interval, i.e., frame b in

ig. 1 (b), we have AR predictions U = { u p } | U| 
p=1 

. Let V = { v q } | V | q =1 
be

he | V | person detections on this frame. To track the people of in-

erest over the info-less interval, the key step is to build an asso-

iation between U and V , i.e., identifying pairs ( u p , v q ) that rep-

esents the same target. In most cases, we have | V | > | U |, or even

 V | > > | U | because we may only track a subset of people in the

iew. 

If we ignore the target appearance, the association can be

reated as a 2D point matching problem – both U and V are a set of

D points. As mentioned before, spatial proximity is inappropriate

or this matching, as shown in Fig. 3 (b). In this paper, we assume

ood spatial-pattern consistency between U and their associated

etections in V and use this consistency assumption for associa-

ion. Specifically, we use 2D Thin-Plate splines (TPS) to model the

onrigid mapping between U and V , which is invariant to scaling,

ranslation, and rotation [30,31] . 

Considering possible outliers, TPS Robust Point Matching (TPS-

PM) algorithm [31] has been shown to be effective in comput-

ng the optimal TPS mapping and building a matching between

wo sets of points, say U = { u p } | U| 
p=1 

and W = { w q } | W | 
q =1 

. In TPS-RPM,

his matching is represented by a matrix H = [ h p,q ] | U|×| W | , where

 p,q = [ 0 , 1 ] indicates the probability of matching u p and w q . TPS-

PM can jointly determine a non-rigid 2D transform f = ( f x , f y ) :

 

2 → R 

2 and the matrix H to minimize a cost function 

 T P S−RP M 

( H, f ) = 

| U| ∑ 

p=1 

| W | ∑ 

q =1 

h pq ‖ f ( u p ) − w q ‖ 

2 + 

+ αφ(f ) + β
| U| ∑ 

p=1 

| W | ∑ 

q =1 

h pq log h pq − γ
U| ∑ 

p=1 

| W | ∑ 

q =1 

h pq , (2)

here φ( f ) = 

∫ ∫ 
[ L ( f x ) + L ( f y ) ] d xd y is the TPS bending energy

30,31] with L (·) = 

(
∂ 2 

∂x 2 

)2 

+ 2 

(
∂ 2 

∂ x∂ y 

)2 

+ 

(
∂ 2 

∂y 2 

)2 

and it reflects the

moothness of the 2D mapping f – the smaller the φ( f) , the

moother the mapping f . The cost function is alternately mini-

ized in terms of H and f until convergence. Finally the obtained

atrix H is thresholded to build a matching between U and W .

y introducing the last two terms in the cost function Eq. (2) , TPS-

PM can handle a small number of outliers in U and W . These out-

iers are identified and excluded from the matchings. 

However, directly applying TPS-RPM to match the predictions

 and detections V is problematic. TPS-RPM can only handle a

mall number of outliers that are not involved in the matching,

.e., | U | � | W |. In our case, we have | V | > | U | or even | V | > > | U |, in-

icating that possibly many detected persons in V are not of in-

erest, are not involved in matching and are actually outliers. To

horoughly address this problem, one way is to perform TPS-RPM

atching between U and each possible subset of | U | points drawn

rom V , and then pick the subset with best TPS-RPM matching.

owever, there are 
(| V | 
| U| 

)
possible subsets and computing TPS-RPM

or all of them can be highly computational expensive. 

.4.3. Window-based association 

To reduce the computational complexity, we propose a

indow-based technique on V to construct smaller number of sub-

ets. Specifically, we select four points from V and construct a win-

ow, with four sides parallel to the frame sides, and tightly cover-

ng the selected four points, as shown in Fig. 4 (a). We then take

ll the points within this window in V , including the four selected

oints, as a subset W for performing TPS-RPM matching against

 . This way, the number of constructed subsets are fixed to 
(| V | 

4 

)
.

n our experiments, windows constructed by less points give lower
erformance and windows constructed by more points increase the

omputation cost. 

TPS-RPM matching algorithm is based on an annealing tech-

ique, which itself is computational expensive. To further speed

p the association, we propose three efficient operations to pre-

creen the constructed 

(| V | 
4 

)
subsets in V . 1) For duplicated (iden-

ical) subsets, we only keep one of them and remove the others.

) If a subset W covers substantially different number of points

rom U ( | W | �∈ [0 . 9 | U | , 1 . 2 | U | ] in our experiments), this subset may

ot include many people of interest or contain too many outliers.

e discard this subset. 3) Let C U and C W 

be the convex hulls con-

tructed from U and W , respectively. We calculate the shape dis-

ance [32] (normalized to [0,1])) between these two convex hulls

s �( C U , C W 

). If it is large ( ≥ 0.6 in our experiments), we discard

he subset W . The operation 3) actually assesses the spatial-pattern

onsistency between U and W in a coarse scale: if their spatial pat-

ern are substantially different, we will not consider the subset W . 

After the pre-screening operations, we have a smaller number

f subsets W . For each subset W ∈ W, we compute the TPS-RPM

atching between U and W and denote the identified matching

airs as ( U 

′ , W 

′ ). We further prune the subsets W ∈ W with large

(C U ′ , C W 

′ ) ( ≥ 0.5 in our experiments) and denote the remaining

ubsets as ˜ W and select the subset W ∈ 

˜ W with a minimum cost

f 

 = φ(f W 

) + λ1 (| U| − d W 

) + λ2 E a (U, W ) , (3)

nd take its TPS-RPM matching against U as the association be-

ween U and V , where φ( f W 

) is the bending energy of the TPS map-

ing f W 

identified by the TPS-RPM matching between U and W , as

iven in Eq. (2) , d W 

is the number of matched pairs identified by

he TPS-RPM algorithm, and E a ( U, W ) is the target-appearance dif-

erence between the matched pairs. The first term φ( f W 

) reflects

he spatial-pattern consistency between the predictions and their

etections. The second term | U| − d W 

prevents degenerate solu-

ions with too few matchings. The third term considers the appear-

nce matching into association, as in many previous multi-target

racking algorithms. Two coefficients λ1 and λ2 balance the contri-

utions of the three terms. 

We use several classical appearance features to define the third

erm E a . Following the illustration in Fig. 1 (b), let u p and v q be

 pair of matching points between U and W on frame b , the first

rame after the interval. We trace u p back to the last frame be-

ore the interval, i.e., frame a , for the location of this person and

ompute a feature vector a p on frame a by concatenating the nor-

alized features of mean RGB color, mean HSV color, LBP, and HOG

omputed from a 80 × 80 square patch around this location. Sim-

larly, we can compute a feature vector b q at the location v q in

rame b . We then calculate the Euclidean distance between a p and
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Fig. 5. Sample frames of the collected videos (10 sites). 
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b q as the appearance difference between the matching pair u p and

v q . Finally, we take the average of the appearance difference of all

the matched pairs between U and W as the third term E a ( U, W ). 

One more issue in using the TPS-RPM matching between U and

the optimal subset W as the association is the possibility of un-

matched points in U . To track all the people in U , we apply the

TPS mapping f W 

to the unmatched points in U as their tracking

locations in frame b . 

3.4.4. AR order selection and algorithm summary 

In practice, we also include the selection of the AR order k into

the optimization process. Specially, we try different k in the AR

model, which produce different predictions U k . For each U k , we

can compute the optimal window-based association over the info-

less interval as described in Section 3.4.3 , and record its cost of Eq.

(3) as ψ k . We then pick the optimal order k ∗ that leads to mini-

mum cost of Eq. (3) , i.e., k ∗ = arg min k ψ k . The window-based asso-

ciation resulting from the order- k ∗ AR predictions are finally taken

as the tracking results. Full tracking algorithm over an info-less in-

terval is summarized in Algorithm 1 . 

Algorithm 1 Tracking over an info-less interval. 

Input: An info-less interval as shown in Fig.~1(b) 

Kalman tracking in the video segment ending at frame a 

Person detections V on frame b 

1 FOR each AR order k 

2 Learn an AR using Kalman tracking ending at frame a 

3 Get predictions U k on frame b using learned AR model 

4 Construct subsets W by pre-screening windows in V 

5 FOR each subset W ∈ W 

6 Perform TPS-RPM~[31] between 

U k and W 

7 END FOR 

8 Derive ˜ W and select W ∈ 

˜ W with minimum ψ k 

9 END FOR 

10 Select the AR order k ∗ = arg min k ψ k 

11 Take the optimal window-based association between U k ∗
and V as the tracking on frame b 

4. Experiments 

In this section, we present the experiment results of multiple

human tracking on a set of wearable camera videos using the pro-

posed method and other comparison methods. 

4.1. Dataset 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we need

real videos with three properties: 1) taken by wearable cameras,

2) with info-less intervals caused by sudden camera motion, and

3) covering a group of people of interest for surveillance except at

the info-less intervals. The existing multi-target tracking datasets

might not contain info-less intervals like MOT15 [33] , MOT16 [34] ,

and KITTI [35] . The existing FPV datasets [2,21] are only to re-

identify or understand a small number of detected humans in

a close distance on ground, which are not for tracking a group

of people of interest in video surveillance. Without available ap-

propriate public datasets, we use head-mounted GoPro to collect

a new video dataset, which consists of 30 videos, in total 4875

frames, taken at 10 different public sites, as shown in Fig. 5 . The

frame resolution is either 1920 × 1080 or 1280 × 720. These

videos are taken from balconies at the 2nd, 3rd, or 4th floor while

the tracked people are walking on the ground. 26 out of the 30

collected videos have the above three conditions – each of them
ontains an info-less interval with the loss of targets. Specifically,

n 11 videos, camera view is changed to sky/building/ground in the

nfo-less interval; on 10 videos, camera view is changed to another

roup of people in the info-less interval; and on 5 videos, camera

earer suddenly walks by looking at the walking-path ahead in

he info-less interval. In these videos, after the interval, the camera

iew is changed back to cover the initial group of people of inter-

st. We also include 4 videos without info-less intervals for perfor-

ance evaluation and their average length is 102 frames (min: 90,

ax: 114). The 26 videos with info-less intervals have an average

ength of 172 frames (min: 106, max: 351) and the average length

f the info-interval is 83 frames (min: 18, max: 249). 

Ground-truth tracking of the people of interest are constructed

or each video by manual annotation. The ground truth on each

ideo contains the following information: 1) the starting and end-

ng frame of info-less intervals, 2) the locations (head center) of

eople of interest on all frames except for info-less ones, and 3)

he linking of each person of interest across frames – in a video

egment, this linking is between neighboring frames, and over an

nfo-less interval, this linking is between the frames just before

nd after the interval. The manually annotated (about 5–10) people

f interest on the first frame of each video is used to initialize the

racking in the proposed method and other comparison methods. 

.2. Settings 

In our experiments, we search for the optimal AR order over

 = 1 , 2 and 3 (see Section 3.4.4 ). For the Kalman filtering within

ideo segments, the initial velocity of each person is set to zero.

he initial state covariance, the transition noise covariance, and the

bservation noise covariance are diagonal matrices with diagonal

lement 10 3 , 10 −3 , and 10 −3 , respectively. For the TPS-RPM algo-

ithm, we use the default settings suggested by its authors [31] . In

q. (3) , we set λ1 = 1 and λ2 = 0 . 35 . 

Three classical Kalman filter based methods – Kalman1,

alman2, and Kalman3, are taken as comparison methods. They

re same as the Kalman filter described in Section 3.3 , but dif-

er in the step of association. Kalman1 uses Hungarian algorithm

or association, as described in Section 3.3 . Kalman2 uses the sim-

le nearest neighbor algorithm for association – the closest pairs

f prediction and observation in terms of Euclidean distance are

teratively identified as associated pairs. Kalman3 directly applies

PS-RPM between the predictions and observations, without divid-

ng the observations into windows as described in Section 3.4.3 .

or each of three comparison methods, we also try two versions of

rediction over the info-less interval, ‘Kalman#-TR’ uses the tradi-

ional Kalman prediction frame by frame in the info-less interval,

ut without correction until the end of the interval because of the

arget loss. ‘Kalman#-AR’ uses the AR predictions as in the pro-

osed method over the info-less interval. In addition, we include

hree non-recursive multi-target tracking algorithms, DPNMS [22] ,

MOT [5] and CEM [4] , and one recursive multi-target tracking al-

orithm GTCSA [9] as comparison methods. We use the default set-

ings for these three non-recursive methods. Because these three

on-recursive methods take bounding-box detections, we construct

 80 × 80 bounding box around each detected human head cen-
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Table 1 

Quantitative tracking performance on the collected 30 videos. Higher MOTA (in %) 

and smaller MOTP (in pixels) indicate better performance. 

Methods MOTA MOTP MOTA-In MOTP-In 

Kalman1-TR 52.6 3.5 26.8 3.7 

Kalman1-AR 80.5 3.3 53.2 3.4 

Kalman2-TR 37.7 3.4 16.7 3.4 

Kalman2-AR 73.0 3.5 37.9 3.6 

Kalman3-TR 9.6 4.2 10.5 3.2 

Kalman3-AR 10.5 4.1 11.0 3.7 

DPNMS [22] 47.1 4.6 19.9 7.7 

SMOT [5] 58.3 3.4 25.8 5.1 

CEM [4] 53.0 5.1 22.7 6.5 

GTCSA [9] 21.5 9.8 8.5 9.7 

LOMO [36] 72.9 3.3 52.7 3.4 

GOG [37] 75.9 3.3 55.8 3.3 

Proposed 88.9 3.3 76.8 3.4 
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Fig. 6. Results on three sample videos when tracking over the info-less interval. (a) 

Ground truth tracking result on the frame just before the info-less interval, (b,c) 

tracking results on the frame just after the info-less interval using Kalman1-AR and 

the proposed method, respectively. The spatial misalignment of ground-truth track- 

ing before and after the info-less interval in row 1 and 3 is about 114 pixels, which 

is not very obvious compared to the image size 1920 × 1080, however it exten- 

sively breaks the spatial-temporal consistency in video. 
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er as their inputs. For the recursive method GTCSA, we use their

efault settings and set the clustering number of targets as 2. Fi-

ally, we also compare the proposed method with two person re-

dentification methods LOMO [36] and GOG [37] . In specific, we

se the person re-identification methods to associate/match the

argets when tracking over the info-less intervals and keep the as-

ociation same as the proposed method when tracking within the

ideo segments. 

Based on the ground-truth tracking results, we use two met-

ics, Multiple Object Tracking Accuracy (MOTA) and Multiple Ob-

ect Tracking Precision (MOTP), to evaluate the multiple human

racking performance [4,38] . Among these two metrics, MOTA is a

omprehensive one that considers three different kinds of tracking

rrors: identity switches, false positives and false negatives. MOTP

s the average distance between the tracked people and the cor-

esponding ground-truths. Higher MOTA and lower MOTP indicate

etter tracking performance. 

.3. Results 

We first conduct a simple experiment to justify the info-less

nterval identification method described Section 3.2 . By using the

rames in randomly selected 15 videos (and the ground-truth info-

ess intervals) as the training set and the remaining 15 videos for

esting. We get 91% in precision, 94% in recall and 92.5% in F-

easure in classifying the frames in the test videos. In average,

nly 8.4 frames are mis-classified for each test video. 

The tracking performance of the proposed method and compar-

son methods are shown in Table 1 , averaged over all 30 videos.

etrics with the suffix ‘-In’ are the performance computed only

or the info-less interval, i.e., using only frames a, b and b + 1 il-

ustrated in Fig. 1 (b) for each video. Metrics without the suffix ‘-In’

re the performance over the whole video, including all the frames

n the video segments. We can see that the proposed method

chieves significantly better tracking performance over the info-

ess intervals – MOTA-In of the proposed method is 76.8% while

he second best is only 55.8% achieved by GOG. This indicates that

he proposed method can better handle the sudden and dramatic

amera pose changes in wearable camera videos. Over the whole

ideo, the proposed method still show much better MOTA per-

ormance than all the comparison methods. We can see that the

roposed method also achieves highly competitive MOTP perfor-

ance. Note that, different from MOTA, MOTP only reflects the

racking performance along one special axis: it is computed only

n a subset of tracked people that can be aligned with ground

ruth. Although Kalman3-TR achieves the best MOTP-In of 3.2, this

racking is actually very poor – its MOTA is only 9.6%, which means

hat most people of interest are not successfully tracked. Fig. 6

hows the results on sample videos when tracking over the info-
ess interval. Due to the page limit, we only visualize the sample

racking results of proposed method and Kalman1-AR, which is the

aseline algorithm for tracking within video segments. 

The reasons for the low tracking performance of the compari-

on methods are different. DPNMS, SMOT and CEM are for object

racking in high-continuity videos, which cannot handle the info-

ess intervals. GTCSA is mainly a matching method between m ob-

ects on one image and n objects on the next image. GTCSA works

ell when m ≈ n . However, in our problem, we only track the tar-

ets (people of interest) and need to search for the targets in many

etected people ( m 
 n ), where GTCSA could not handle well. Be-

ause different people might show similar appearance and same

erson in different view angle (before and after info-less inter-

al) might show different appearances, the person re-identification

ethods LOMO and GOG based on robust appearance models get

ower MOTA than proposed method. The occlusions of the lower

arts (legs, feet) of human body in our problem also limit the

erformance of person re-identification methods. Proposed method

sing the spatial pattern to associate the targets achieves better re-

ults. 

On the four videos without info-less intervals, the MOTA of

he proposed method, Kalman1-AR, Kalman2-AR, DPNMS, SMOT

nd CEM are 100%, 100%, 99.9%, 90.1%, 81.4%, and 98.4%, respec-

ively. These show that the existing multi-target tracking meth-

ds, as well as the proposed method, can handle slow camera-

ose changes very well. Kalman3-AR gets 35.5% MOTA, which

erifies the importance of window-based operation discussed in

ection 3.4.3 . In Table 1 , we can also see that Kalman#-AR always

how better MOTA than its corresponding Kalman#-TR. This indi-

ates that Kalman prediction works poorly over an info-less inter-

al and the AR model proposed in Section 3.4.1 can handle this

roblem much better. 

.4. Discussions 

In the 30 videos of our collected dataset, there are 26 videos

ontaining info-less intervals. We also checked the robustness of

he proposed method on these 26 collected videos as follows. 

• 4 videos have large pose change of the camera with respect to

(w.r.t.) the observed targets before and after the interval, where

our MOTA-In is 72.9%. Other 22 videos have small pose change

of the camera w.r.t. the observed targets before and after the

interval, where our MOTA-In is 73.3%. 
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• 6 videos have targets moving parallel or non-orthogonally w.r.t.

the optical axis, where our MOTA-In is 72.8%. Other 20 videos

have targets moving orthogonally w.r.t. the optical axis, where

our MOTA-In is 73.4%. 
• 10 videos contain long information-less intervals (mean length

of info-less intervals: 156 frames), where our MOTA-In is 49.5%.

Other 16 videos have short info-less intervals (mean length of

info-less intervals: 38 frames), where our MOTA-In is 88.1%. 

Therefore, the proposed method is robust to 1) the pose change

of the camera w.r.t. the observed targets and 2) motion direction of

the targets w.r.t. the optical axis before and after the interval. On

the other hand, the tracking performance of the proposed method

will decrease with long info-less intervals. It is because that the

motion change of targets is large when the info-less interval is

long, leading to substantial prediction difficulties and noises. 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, we proposed a new method to track multiple

people through wearable camera videos. In particular, the pro-

posed method can track multiple people over info-less intervals

that are generated by sudden and dramatic head/body movement

of the camera wearer. We proposed a classification-based method

to identify info-less intervals and formulated the tracking over an

info-less interval as an association between predictions and obser-

vations on the frame after the info-less interval. A new window-

based algorithm using 2D thin-plate spline model is proposed for

finding the association. We collected 30 GoPro videos to evaluate

the performance of the proposed method, which is significantly

better than several existing multi-target tracking algorithms. 
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